
Two Years of  Celebrating Humanity’s Adoption 
 This issue marks the Two-Year anniversary of The Adopted Life. 

Our first issue went out by email on August 6, 2007. 

 Thank you for reading, commenting on the blog, and sharing your 

thoughts and articles with us! Perhaps the greatest blessing that we 

have experienced in this ministry is in discovering how many people, 

all over the world, are also on this journey with Jesus to rediscover the 

beauty of the Trinity and the awesome good news of how we have all been included in the life of the Father, Son, 

and Holy Spirit. 

 From the beginning, we at The Adopted Life have had one basic editorial standard: to write the kind of articles 

that we would like to read. Two years ago, when we looked around the world of Christian publishing, we simply 

didn’t see as much Trinitarian writing about humanity’s adoption in Christ as we wanted to read. In the last two 

years we’ve been blessed to discover more than we knew existed, yet we also still believe that there is a real need 

within the Church for even more articles and blog posts that are fully immersed in Trinitarian thinking. So, we an-

ticipate continuing our work through The Adopted Life, and its website (www.theadoptedlife.org), and its blog 

(www.trinityandhumanity.wordpress.com) for some years to come. We hope you will all stay on this journey with 

us, as we help one another keep growing in the good news of how deeply Jesus has baptized the human race into 

the life he shares with his Father and their Holy Spirit.  

 On this second anniversary we want to take a moment to acknowledge a key factor in The Adopted Life’s success: 

the support of the congregations that Tim and Jonathan pastor. They each pastor two churches and these are the 

communities whose financial giving, prayers, and support for the gospel have made it possible for Tim and Jona-

than to devote the necessary time to this publishing effort.  

 Because so many of the people who read The Adopted Life, listen to our weekly sermon postings, and follow our 

blog are pastors and ministry leaders in their own congregations, we have seen the impact of this ministry spread 

well beyond our core readership. All over the world the Holy Spirit is reawakening people to the truth of who God 

is as the Triune Life of love and who the human race is in Jesus. Through The Adopted Life we have been able to 

play our own very small role in this reawakening. For that blessing we are overflowing with gratitude and joy to-

wards our Dad in heaven and thankful to all the people - especially in our congregations - who have responded to 

Jesus’ call to support the spreading of the good news through this publication. 

 We pray that The Adopted Life’s next year of celebrating the Trinity and humanity together in Jesus will be as 

much a blessing to you, your family, your church, and your community, as it is to us who publish it. 

08.04.2009 
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 Or, “Dad, she called me out my name!” is a popular and, admittedly, comical way 

(to me!) that my daughters try to express to me the fact that someone else called 

them a name other than what their birth certificates say.  

 You know, words like “Ugly,” “Nut job,” “Big Head,” “Stupid” (and usually 

stated with sarcasm, venom or sneering laughter). Obviously they do not take kindly 

to these words, nor to the names that sound way worse and are usually symbolized 

in articles like this, by symbols such as $#%#! 

 I’ve also noticed that they do not like having their name twisted up too much ei-

ther. You know, like when your name is Autumn and others call you “Automobile” 

or “Auto parts,” taking a portion of your name and adding impersonal things to it. 

 Whereas we can think of this as something innocent, fun, and child’s play, I be-

lieve that many of us adults would get just as offended if someone did the same to us 

and introduced us as their friend “Fathead” wherever we went – which is why we 

don’t do that if we’re smart! In fact, we DO get offended when others cuss and fuss 

at us and call us “Fathead”, don’t we? 

 I must admit that there is another, positive, side to this coin. Even though my 

name is Timothy, it sounds wonderful to hear my wife say “Sugar,” “Sweetie,” 

“Honey,” and “Babe!” And my children usually don’t mind being called out of their 

name when the words are “Beautiful,” “Cutie,” or “Lovely.” Truth be known, they 

KNOW you are calling them in their right name. On the flip side of that, there is the 

sneaky way a used car salesman can use nice words in a fake way to try and flatter 

you into buying a lemon. 

 So what is my point in all of this as it relates to the Triune God as revealed in Je-

sus? 

 Well, in a comical way, the Father, Son and Spirit have revealed their names to be 

“Father”, “Son” and “Spirit”, NOT “Poppa”, “Sonny” and “Sarayu”!  

 Now, before you start cursing and calling me out of my name, or think I am 

fighting against the popular book named The Shack, or am “getting legalistic all over 

again”, or even think I am providing a dire warning to you because you regularly call 

the Triune God out of His name, please hear me when I say that my reason is none 

of these! 

 William “Paul” Young, author of The Shack REALLY is a personal friend and I 

love his book! I think that, as a work of fiction, The Shack is built on the solid Truth 

of the Triune God Who is in union with all humanity and all of creation! Also, being 

obedient is not always being legalistic. Jesus obeys His Father, does that make him 

an “unfun” legalist??? All warnings aren’t negative, but can be reminders of the out-
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rageously positive!  

 For example, in Joshua chapter 1 the Lord says that he is with Joshua and that 

because of this nearness Joshua could be strong and courageous rather than discour-

aged and dismayed. He also asks Joshua to be obedient to everything he says, as 

Moses was, so that Joshua could experience God’s nearness without trouble! God 

then reiterates how near HE is, which is why Joshua could be strengthened and obey 

in the first place and experience His relationship with God as it really was – Good 

and near!!! 

 My point in this article is that God the Father, Son and Spirit is REAL (more real 

than you and me!) and has named Himself in a particular way that best describes 

Him to us in our language! Wow! The One and only Triune God has made Himself 

accessible to us and has drawn near to us as He really is, in our humanness, in Christ!  

 This is mind-blowing relationship at its best! The positive point in all of this is 

that it is honorable and right to call the Triune God “in His name,”  not always out 

of it, and most of us can understand and appreciate the importance of being “called 

in our right name”. That’s who we are in our distinction, and nothing sounds 

sweeter (for the most part). 

 I noticed something in scripture that may help you in thinking a little more clearly 

along these lines. I looked up all of the scriptures in the New Testament (3 of them) 

where it is written “Abba” (Mark 14:36, Romans 8:15, and Gal 4:6.) “Abba” is an 

ancient Aramaic term that translates into intimate terms for a human father such as 

“Poppa,” “Daddy,” or even “Da-Da.”  

 This is where people like Paul Young are correct in helping us to see and experi-

ence the intimate and profound relationship we have with God the Father in Jesus. 

We are right to emphasize these special words in speaking to the Father and of how 

intimate the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ is with us. It can be especially important 

to know and express these words with Jesus as we fight the wretched theology that 

commonly views the Father as more of a “barely tolerant” child abuser! 

 However, I also noticed in the scripture that every “Abba” was accompanied by 

the word “Father,” so that the phrase always reads “Abba, Father” in these verses. I 

think there is significance and good food for thought in recognizing this. I think the 

significance is that the Father, Son, and Spirit are each so real, so personal, and so 

with us as the One God, that they have distinct names. These names aren’t fake or 

an attempt to copy some human name, but are their real names made accessible to 

us in our human language.  

(Continued from page 2) 
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 Though I don’t think the Triune God gets upset in the same way we do when we 

“call him out of His name” and use only terms like “Poppa” to describe Him, I do 

think He has a REAL name - “Father” - and likes it when we use it!  

 The word “Abba” in Strong’s Concordance simply translates “father,” so in one 

sense “Abba, Father” translates as “Father, Father”. In my way of thinking, the 

“Abba” part lets us know that the Father is as approachable as any good human fa-

ther - that he has given himself to us intimately in His Son’s intimacy – and that His 

Son’s intimacy is bound up with Him in human flesh. The “Father” part that always 

follows “Abba” speaks of calling him in His Personal and True name. 

 Finally, it is for this very reason that we at The Adopted Life fight for an accurate 

expression of God the Father, Son, and Spirit by elaborating on Trinity and Adop-

tion through Jesus so much! We are trying, in the grace of God and Jesus’ faithful-

ness, to call God the Trinity in His name, and not out of it! We realize that the Fa-

ther, Son, and Spirit are not the doctrine of the Trinity or the doctrine of Adoption 

(just like your driver’s license describes you but is NOT you!) On the other hand, 

YOU want to be described accurately on your driver’s license (I’ll pass on the good 

jokes!), and approached for who you really are, don’t you (remember the “Fathead” 

comment!)? 

 The Triune God, too, wants to be known and described accurately! After all, call-

ing Him out of his name (single, separate, satan), hasn’t been helpful for the most 

part, has it? 

~ Timothy Brassell 

(Continued from page 3) 
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Eternity Became Time and Dwelt Among Us 
 I’ve been wrestling with the way the Resurrection is two things:  1). An event IN 

space-time, and 2). The redemption OF space-time.   

 As a space-time event, the Resurrection's focal-point is a person (Jesus) in space 

(Jerusalem, Judea, Earth, Milky Way Galaxy) and time (~13.4 billion years after uni-

verse's birth).  As such, the event and person are properly objects of historical in-

quiry.  As a person in human history, we know Jesus as a man.   

 But he is not just A man. He is Man. He is THE Man, the Last Adam, humanity’s 

True High Priest, the one whose very being defines what humanity IS.  Jesus is a 

person, yes, but he is an incomparably unique person. The particular events of his 

particular life carry unique significance for all people. Specifically, Jesus' individual 

(Continued on page 5) 



victory over his own death is also humanity's victory over human death.  From our 

own time-bound perspective, we can truthfully say that Resurrection has been 

achieved.  It is the current state of one man -- Jesus -- but because of Jesus' unique 

relationship with creation, we can also say that his Resurrection is the future state of 

all things. No path escapes the consequences of this already-done deed. On the last 

day, Father will do for all things what He did for Jesus at Easter. 

 This in itself is excellent news, but there is more. The Risen Christ -- who is our 

destination -- has sent his Spirit to us.  Through his Spirit who lives now in us, the 

Resurrection "comes to meet us out of the future" (T.F. Torrance). The Spirit medi-

ates to us the life Jesus experiences now, the life we will experience fully in the fu-

ture.  This has profound effects on those who believe the truth and submit to the 

Spirit's illuminating/transforming work.   

 The Spirit leads us toward resurrection the same way He led Jesus -- through 

death. We share in his Ascended life by sharing in his Descent. It is in the very teeth 

of death that we experience death's toothlessness. And as the Spirit mediates this life 

to us, we also share in the work of mediating this life to others, particularly our ene-

mies.  

 The space-time event of Resurrection is already fully within Jesus' experience.  It 

will someday be fully within OUR experience.  And right now, we experience it pro-

leptically through the Spirit who comes to meet us out of the future.  In this way, the 

space-time event of resurrection is disclosed to us in time AS the redemption of 

space-time itself.   

 What this means is that we live in the presence of what Father has promised, and 

it makes us uniquely able to live in the Eternal Now.  We are freed from the wounds 

of the Past.  We are freed to love our Infinite Future (Christ's Risen Life), which re-

lativizes our attachment to this or that finite future (future events which may or may 

not come to pass). Our uncertainty about possible futures bothers us less and less as 

we find ourselves more attached to The Future. And when we seek first The Future 

(the kingdom of God), all the rest of those finite things have a way of working them-

selves out.  This is the Risen Life present among us even as we die daily.  It is the 

Ascended Life revealed in us, though not yet fully.  What we are experiencing is the 

ongoing redemption (setting-free) of space-time itself and the creatures in it. 

 We are now, in T.F. Torrance's words, "caught up in a vectorial movement that 

runs counter to the regressive flow of corruption and decay and carries us forward 

into the future to the final and full disclosure of our real being in Christ." 

~ John Stonecypher 
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A Christ-centered Trinitarian paraphrase of Romans 2.17 – 3.31 

 (17) Do you think that being Jewish makes you one of Papa’s favorites?  

(18) You think yourself wise because you have the Bible memorized? (19) You 

think yourself a guide to the blind, a light in the darkness, (20) a rebuke to the 

foolish, a teacher of children?  You think that knowing the Bible is the same 

thing as knowing the Truth? (21) If you’re a teacher, why not start by teaching 

yourself?  Are you a thief preaching against stealing? (22) Are you defending 

everyone’s marriage but your own?  Are you sharing in your culture’s idola-

trous preoccupations with consumption, pornography, and violence? (23) Are 

you doing evil while bragging about how well you know right from wrong? 

(24) Unbelievers see your hypocrisy and dismiss the Triune name.  

 (25) For us Jews, circumcision is our mark of belonging.  Having this mark 

is fine, but what really counts is how you live.  If you do evil, your circumci-

sion becomes instead a mark of your opposition to Papa. (26) If you see the 

Triune goodness expressed in the lives of non-Jews, does this not indicate that 

they belong to Papa?  Is this not the true circumcision? (27) When the uncir-

cumcised do good, it speaks an ugly truth about the circumcised who do evil. 

(28) Belonging to Papa is not about external surgeries done to our bodies. (29) 

Belonging to Papa is about something that happens inside us and then comes 

out.  As you go through this process, the world will not give you much ap-

plause, but Papa will. 

 (3.1) So is it worth anything to be a Jew?  Is there any value in circumcision? 

(2) YES! LOTS!  For it is through the Jews that Papa’s Word has come into 

the world! (3) Yes, there were some unfaithful Jews, but there is no amount of 

unfaithfulness that could detract in any way from Papa’s faithfulness. (4) Not 

one iota!!!  If every person in the world told lies every minute of every day for-

ever, it couldn’t change the fact that Papa is True.  It is written: “Your word 

will prove you true; The final word will be your Word.” (5) Really!  Our 

wrongness serves as a witness to Papa’s rightness.  A couple questions have 

arisen about possible implications of this: 

• Does it mean Papa is wrong to discipline us? (6) Don’t be silly!  Papa 

disciplines ALL of his beloved sons, Jews and non-Jews together. Be-

cause we are not exempt from his love, we are not exempt from his sav-

ing discipline.   

• (7) Does it mean it’s a good thing to do wrong?  (8) Some who distort 

our teaching accuse us of saying that:  “Let’s be bad so Papa can display 

his goodness.”  And of course, that’s just plain dumb.  

(Continued on page 7) 
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How He Heals . . . (cont.) 

 (9) So are Jews BETTER than non-Jews?  No. As we’ve already said, both Jews and 

Greeks are crushed under the same darkness and dysfunction. (10) The Bible says: 

How many people live in right relationship with each other? Zero. (11) How many understand real-

ity? How many are interested in getting to know Papa?  Zero. (12) They have turned away from 

Papa, away from each other; they are utterly incapable of the love and kindness they were created 

for. (13) Their throats exhale death; their tongues shape lies. Their lips are poison. (14) Their 

mouths are stuffed with hate. (15) Their feet rush into violence, (16) leaving misery in their wake. 

(17) They are clueless when it comes to living in harmony. (18) They do not take Papa seriously. 

 (19) Jews live under Torah, and it is to them that Torah speaks.  But Torah speaks to 

these few in order to speak the truth about the whole world. (20) Think about it:  How 

many people achieve a face-to-face relationship with Papa by obeying Torah?  Zero!  

That’s not what Torah is for anyway.  Torah is a diagnostic tool; it reveals sickness, but it 

does not cause health. 

 (21) But the good news is that, apart from Torah’s diagnosis of illness, health has fi-

nally come to us!  This is what the Bible is all about, (22) the Triune health/rightness/

harmony finding its home in humanity, expressing itself in the shared life of all who be-

lieve the truth of Master Jesus. In this context, the Jew-Gentile distinction doesn’t matter, 

(23) because ALL have been diagnosed with the same disease, (24) and ALL are now 

freely given the cure -- the Triune rightness/justice/goodness incarnate in human life.  

This cure lives IN the risen body of the One to whom all people are bound -- Master Je-

sus. (25) By sharing in our death, he gave us to share in his union with Papa, a union ex-

perienced by those who believe.  Papa sent Jesus to reveal to us his forgiveness (26) and 

the rightness/beauty of the Triune Life, the life experienced by those who believe the 

gospel of Jesus. 

 (27) How could ethnic self-importance have any place within this reality?!?  It doesn’t.  

Because this is not about how good we are at achieving religious tasks; it’s about knowing 

what has already been achieved on our behalf. (28) We enter into the Triune rightness/

wholeness not by rule-following but by truth-believing. 

 (29) Or do you think Papa is just another tribal deity?  Do you think of him as an idol 

that belongs to the Jews?  No!  There is no ‘god of the Jews’ or ‘god of the non-Jews.  

There is ONE God for ALL, and all belong to HIM: (30) Hear oh Israel, the Lord is 

One!  The one Triune Life is given freely to the circumcised and the uncircumcised, and 

all receive it by believing that it is true. 

 (31) Does this dethrone Torah?  Absolutely not!  Because Torah was never on the 

throne to begin with!  Torah serves the throne, just as we do.  Torah is a diagnostic tool 

in the hand of the Great Physician.  Torah has done exactly what Papa created it do. 

~ John Stoncypher 

(Continued from page 6) 



 One of the great conundrums of the Christian life revolves around God’s omni-

science and the practice of prayer. If God knows everything and already knows what 

is best for all of us, then why bother praying? 

 I believe that, like many problems we wrestle with, this issue is clarified by a bet-

ter understanding of who Jesus is as the union of the Trinity and humanity.  

 First of all, it is not accidental that I have framed the question in terms of “God’s 

omniscience” instead of in terms of “the Father, Son, and Spirit’s omniscience.” A 

major component of the problem we have in understanding prayer stems from our 

Unitarian thinking about God. When we visualize God as a single, solitary, all-

knowing being in another dimension, then we naturally reduce prayer to our at-

tempts to communicate our thoughts to this distant being. The omniscience of this 

imaginary being becomes an obstacle to that attempted communication by making 

that attempted communication seem like an exercise in futility. 

 In contrast, when we base our understanding of prayer on a Trinitarian image of 

God, then we begin to see the vital, foundational role that relationship plays in all 

existence. God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit is not an isolated all-seeing eye 

watching over the creation. God the Trinity is a loving relationship. As a loving rela-

tionship the Trinity does nothing outside of relationship. The Divine existence is 

inherently relational and therefore everything the Triune God does, he does in and 

through relationship. 

 At the heart of loving relationship is communication. The Father, Son, and Spirit 

have been communicating - i.e. “praying” - to each other for all eternity. Since the 

Father, Son, and Spirit are omniscient, prayer in the Triune Life is not primarily 

about communicating previously unknown information. Instead it is about partici-

pating joyfully and completely in relationship. The Father, Son, and Spirit pray (i.e. 

talk) to each other because they love each other and want to be in relational conver-

sation with each other, not because their own limitations require them to communi-

cate. Communication (i.e. talking/prayer) is part of who God is in his Triune nature. 

 The gospel is the good news that Jesus has included humanity in this loving rela-

tionship of communication. Because the Triune God does not exist, and does not 

act, apart from relationship, he has acted in Jesus to create a relationship between 

the Son of God and the human race. Since the Son of God is in loving relational 

communication with the Father and the Spirit and is now - through his humanity - in 

loving, relational communication with the human race, it means that humanity is 

now included in the eternal conversation that has been going on within the life of 

the Triune God. 

 This is why we pray “in Jesus’ name.” This phrase at the end of our prayers is not 

(Continued on page 9) 
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just a ritualistic way to stop talking in the same way that we might say “Roger, over 

and out” when talking to someone on a walkie-talkie. Rather, the phrase “in Jesus’ 

name” is a way for us to express the faith of Jesus that he is sharing with us. Jesus has 

faith that the Father wants to hear from him and that they are having a loving conver-

sation that has been going on for all eternity. Jesus also has faith that we are now a 

part of that conversation. Therefore, our life of prayer is a life that belongs first and 

foremost to Jesus and that he is sharing with us in our humanity. It is in and through 

Jesus’ divinity, humanity, and prayer life (i.e. his “name”) that we are praying.  

 This is also why Jesus prays in the gospels. As the Son in human nature, Jesus is 

continuing to live in the relational conversation he has with his Father in the Spirit. 

The disciples were witnesses of this relationship and when they saw it they realized 

that up until then they had never understood what prayer really is and so they made 

their request: “Teach us to pray!”  

 So then, why do we pray? For the same reasons that Jesus prays and the persons 

of the Trinity have been in prayer with and to each other for all eternity: 

1. Because we are in a loving relationship of communication. Because of Jesus, 

humanity is now part of the Divine conversation, and prayer is how Jesus lifts 

up and translates our thoughts and feelings into that conversation. 

2. Because the Triune God does nothing apart from relationship. Yes, the Father 

already knows our needs and Jesus already knows what his plans are for us and 

how the Spirit will work in our lives. But the Father, Son, and Spirit have freely 

chosen in Jesus to always be God with humanity, not God apart from humanity. 

That means that the Triune God’s decisions, actions, and blessings (including 

healing, miracles, and guidance) will always include the prayerful participation 

of The Human Being, Jesus, and countless other human beings. When we pray 

for ourselves, our family, our friends, and our world, we are participating in 

the loving, relational communication of the Divine Life of the Trinity and we 

are becoming a part of what our loving Father is doing in the world and the 

lives of the people we love. 

 Prayer, then, is an integral element of Trinity’s life. Therefore it is an integral 

element of what it means to be a human being made in the image of The Human 

Being, Jesus, and therefore made in the image of the Triune God. 

 So, when we say in worship “Let us pray,” it is really the voice of the Triune 

God speaking and inviting us to speak with him. 

~ Jonathan Stepp 
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Trinity and Humanity, Together 

 We’re sometimes asked “Are you sure the adoption of humanity is the gospel? 

I’ve never heard it before.” That’s why we like to bring in the thoughts of various 

theologians from throughout history to add to our understanding of the gospel. 

 In this text from the 4th century theologian Athanasius of Alexandria, he talks 

about how the Son of God conquered death in humanity and set humanity free from 

death by taking on our human nature and putting it to death in his Divinity. 

. . being God, He [the Son] has become human. For all other human beings, be-

ing merely born of Adam, died, and death reigned over them; but He, the Second 

Man, is from heaven, for “the Word was made flesh,” and this Man is said to be 

from heaven and heavenly, because the Word descended from heaven; wherefore 

He was not held under death. For though He humbled Himself, yielding His own 

body to come unto death, in that it was capable of death, yet He was highly ex-

alted from earth, because He was God’s Son in a body. . . . as Paul has written, 

“Since being in form of God He became human, and humbled Himself unto 

death, therefore God also hath highly exalted Him,” . . .  To human beings it was 

not possible to succeed in this; for death belongs to humanity; wherefore, the 

Word, being God, became flesh, that, being put to death in the flesh, He might being put to death in the flesh, He might being put to death in the flesh, He might being put to death in the flesh, He might 

bring all humanity to life by His own powerbring all humanity to life by His own powerbring all humanity to life by His own powerbring all humanity to life by His own power. ~  First Discourse Against the Arians, 

chap. 11, para. 44. (Emphasis is ours.) 

Athanasius on Humanity’s Resurrection  


